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SUMMARY

The theory of engine-cylinder cooling developed in a
prewiou.s report was further substantiated by data obta{ned
on a cylinder from a Wright R–18.%’O-G engine. Equal-
tions are presented for the average head and barrel tem-
peratures oj this cylinder as functwns ~f the engine and
the cooling conditions. These equations are utilized to
calculate the variation in cylinder temperature with altitude
for level .ilight and climb. A method is presented for
correlating average head and barrel temperatures and
temperatures at individual points on the head and the
barrel obtained on the test stand and in jbight. The
method is appltid to the correlatwn and the comparison of
data obtained on a number of service engines. Data are
presented showing the variation of cylinder temperature
m“th time when the power and the cooling pressure drop
are suddenly changed.

INTRODUCTION

An analysis has been reported (reference 1) of the
heat-transfer processes of an air-cooled engine for the
purpose of determiningg the manner in which the various
engine and cooling conditions combine to determine the
cylinder temperature. The average head and barrel
temperatures were each given as a simple function of the
important conditions, making it possible to correct

cylinder temperatures of a given engine for variation in
engine power, air-fuel ratio, mass flow of cooling air, and
atmospheric temperature. Tests were made on a
cylinder from a Pratt & Whitney R–1535 engine and
on a cylinder from a Pratt & Whitney R–1340–H
engine to check the analysis and to provide the experi-
mental constants in the equations for the average head
and barrel temperatures as ‘functions of the fundamen-
tal engine and cooling variables.

The present report is a continuation of the foregoing
research. Data on a cylinder from a Wright R–182(3-G
engine are used to provide an additional check of the
analysis given in reference 1 and to provide the neces-
sary constants for this cylinder.

The method presented for correlating engine.-tempera-
ture data is applied to obtain a comparison of the cooling
of several engines on the test stand and in flight.

A discussion is given of the variation in temperature
around the cylinder and a method of correlating cylinder
temperatures at individual points is presented. This
method is illustrated by applying it to the correlation
of data for the Wright R–1820–G engine.

The variation of engine temperamre with altitude
(from sea level to 30,000 feet) for the conditions of level
flight and climb at constant indicated air speed are
calculated from the equations obtained for the cooling
of the Wright R–1820–G imgine.
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NOTATION

uz/(uz+@z).

outside-wall area of head of cy+der covered by
fins, square inches.

inside-wall area of head of cylinder, square
inches.

cross-sectional area of piston, square inches.

!zo=/(uz+!70z).

and B, constants.
specific heat of metal in cylinder head, B. t. u.

per pound per ‘F.
specific heat of air at constant pressure, B. t. u.

per pound per ‘F.
heat transferred per unit time from combustion

gases to cylinder head, B. t. u- per hour.
heat transferred per unit time from cylinder head

to cooling air, B. t. u. per hour.
theoretical heat transferred per unit time from

one side of cylinder per unit height, B. t. u.
per hour per inch.

indicated horsepower per cylinder.
thermal conductivity of metal in cylinder head,

B. t. u. per square inch per ‘F. per hour
through 1 inch.

K, Kl, m, n, and n’, constants for a given air-flow con-
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!ZOJ

!loz9

t,
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t

T “a=~

Tal>
T~,

dition and engine.
effective weight of cylinder head, pounds.
surface heat-transfer coefficient from combustion

gases to inside of cylinder -wall of engine,
B. t. u. per square inch per ‘F. per hour.

heat-transfer coefficient from combustion gases
to outside of cylinder wall of engine based on
average wall temperature, B. t. u. per square
inch per ‘F. per hour.

local heat-transfer coefficient from combustion

gases to outside cylinder wall, B. t. u. per
square inch per ‘F. per hour.

time, hours.
time, minutes.
thickness of cylinder-head wall, inches.
local cooling-air temperature around cylinder,

“F.
inlet temperature of cooling air, “F.

average temperature over outside cylinder-barrel
surface when equilibrium is attained, ‘F.

T,, effective gas temperature, “F.
T~, average temperature over outside cylinder-head

surface when equilibrium is attained, ‘F.

Ta.,, average temperature of cooling air, ‘F.

Tao, outlet cooling-air temperature, “F.

T,=, local efiective gas temperature, ‘F.

T~,, average temperature over inside cylinder-head

surface when equilibrium is attained, ‘F,
T,o, average temperature of cylinder head at time

t=o, ‘F.
T,,, average temperature of cylinder head at time

t,‘F.
T~=, local cylinder-head temperature, “F.

U, over-all heat-transfer coefficient from outside
cylinder wall of engine to cooling air based on

‘ difference between average cylinder tempera-
ture and inlet cooling-air temperature, B. t. u.
per square inch per “F. per hour.

‘ Uo,, average over-all heat-transfer coefficient from
outside cylinder wall of engine to cooling air
based on difference between average cylinder
temperature and average cooling-air tempera-
ture, B. t. u. per square inch per “1?. per hour.

U=, local heat-transfer coefficient from outside cylin-

1 der wall to cooling air, B. t. u. per square ‘inch
~er “F. per hour.

V, ve~ocity o; cooling-air stream, feet per second.
q displacement volume of cylinder, cubic inches.

W, weight of cooling air flowing around cylinder per
unit time, pounds per second.

W~, weight of cooling air flowing around cylinder per
unit time per unit height, pounds per hour
per inch.

W,, product of weight of gases in cylinder and num-
ber of cycles per unit time, pounds per minute,

z, variable circumferential distance from front of
cylinder, inches.

W, circumferential distance from front to rear of
cylinder, inches.

p, average density of cooling air entering and
leaving fins, pound-second 2 per foot 4.

po, density of air at 29.92 inches of mercury and
70° F., pound-second 2 per foot 4.

PSL, density of air at 29.92 inches of mercury and
59° F., pound-second 2 per foot 4.

Ap, pressure drop across cylinder, inches of water
(includes loss caused by expansion of air from
exit of baffle).

ApsL, pressure drop across cylinder at stxmclard sea-
level conditions, inches of water.

.
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ANALYSIS

AVERAGE CYLINDER TEMPERATURE

Average cylinder temperature as a function of engine
and cooling conditions,—As a starting point in the
analysis, the equations for the transfer of heat from
the combustion gases to the engine cylinder and ,from
the cylinder to the cooling air will be reviewed. The
rate of heat transfer from the combustion gases to the
cylinder head may be written, as a good fit approx-
imation (reference 1)

H=Bu, W,”(T,–T.) (1)

In the range of air-fuel ratios to the rich side of the
theoretically correct mixture, an equation similar to
equation (1) but involving 1 instead of W~ is given by

H=%ll”’(T,- T,) (2)

I?or the rate of heat transfer from the cylinder head to
the cooling air, the following equation is given in
reference 1:

H, =KuJAPp/po)”(Tr T.l) (3)

I?or equilibrium, the rate of heat transfer to the
cylinder head is equal to the rate of heat transfer away
from the cylinder head and, from equations (2) and (3),
the following equation is obtained for Th:

TO–T=,
+ T.,‘h=K~(APP/PO)m+ 1

Za,.in’

(4)

An equation similar to (4), but involving the weight
of gas in the engine cylinder, may be obtained from
equations (1) and (3). A set of equations similar to
(l), (2), (3), and (4) may be written for the barreL
In the following analysis, equations will be given only
for the head temperature and a parallel set will be
understood to apply for the barrel temperature. As
shown in reference 1, the effective temperature of the
combustion gases T~ is dependent on the fuel-air ratio,
the compression ratio, the carburetor-air temperature,
and the spark setting; as a good first approximation, TQ
is independent of the engine speed and the brake mean
effective pressure.

An equation for T, is set up in reference 1 in which a
term for the weight of residuals appears but, in the
search for a fist approximation, this term is assumed
to be negligible and is eliminated in the final equations.

[n order to check the error in this simplification, the
value of T~ was obtained by tests in which the weight
of residuals vm.s varied by varying the exhaust back
pressure.

Heat transfer through cylinder head.—The mean
coefficient over the entire cycle for the transfer of heat
from the combustion gases to the cylinder is defined iD
reference 1 as

H
*o=al(To— Th)

(5)

When equation (5) is compared with equation (l), the
mean coefficient is seen to be also equal to BWt”.
Because q~ is based on outside-wall temperature T*, it
is an over-all heat-transfer coefficient taking into
~ccount the transfer of heat by convection from the -
gas to the inner wall and the transfer by conduction
from the inner to the outer wall. The heat-transfer
~oefficient ql for convection of heat from the gas to the
inner wall is given by

H
‘l=%(T,— T,l)

The conduction of heat through the
pressed by the following equation:

H=a,~(Th,– T,)
w

(6)

head may be ex-

(7)

VVhen equations (5), (6), and (7) are combined, the
coefficient ql in terms of the over-all coefficient q, may
be obtained,

(8)

For a given engine, -&Wand k. are constant so that
both ql and go vary with the same engine conditions.
The difference between ql and go is small, as will be
shown later.

Comparison of cooling of cylinders.-By rearrange-
ment of terms, equation (4) may also be written

T,— TU1 ~alIn’ ,
— .
T, – T, K~(ApP/Po)” ‘K’(Ap~po)m

(9)

The values of n’ are approximately twice the values of
m for cylinders that have been tested. Equation (9)
may then be written as the approximation,

T,— T. (1/v)’
—’=f [(APP/Po)
T,– T. 1 (lOa)
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Thus, when (T,— 7’=,)/(27,— l’J is plotted against

(1/V)2/(ApP/PO),a single curve should result for a given
engine irrespective of the engine or the cooling condition
varied. Curves of this type provid~ means of com-
paring the cooling of two engines, although the tests
may not have been made at identical operating condi-
tions. The lower the curve, the lower the cylinder-head
temperature for a given specific indicated horsepower
and cooling-pressure drop.

In some cases, the velocity V of the cooling-air stream
rather than the pressure drop across the cylinder is
known. Inasmuch as, for practical purposes, VP/POis
proportional to (App/pO)x, it is evident that equation
(lOa) maybe written in the form -

T~—Tal

()

&
—=.fl Vp,poT,– T,

(lob)

and the cooling data may be correlated by plotting

(~h– T=,)/(T,– TJ agahst +$-0 on logarithmic Co-

ordinates. As before, a single curve should result
irrespective of engine or cooling conditions.

TEMPERATURE AT INDIVIDUAL POINTS ON CYLINDER

An analysis of the theoretical distribution of temper-
ature around the cylinder is given in the appendix.

(See equations (11) to (30).) Based on this analysis,
the following equation is obtained for correlating the
temperatures at individual points (see equation (30)
and discussion in appendix):

(App/pO)mT,=– T=,
I.! T,=–T, ‘fz(APP/PO)z

APPARATUS

The cylinder on which the tests were made was
obtained from a Wright R-1820-G engine (fig. 1).
The bore is 6% inches, the stroke is 7 inches, and
the compression ratio was 7.4. The cylinder, enclosed
in a jacket through which cooling air was forced by a
centrifugal blower, was mounted on a single-cylinder
test stand. The jacket had a wide entrance section
to provide a low air velocity over the front half of the
cylinder; over the rear half, the jacket fitted closely
against the fins to provide a high air velocity. The
engine set-up is shown in figure 2.

A partition was located in the exit duct of the jacket
for separating the air that flowed over the head from
the air that flowed over the barrel. Thermocouples
were located in the jacket ahead of the cylinder ancl in
the exit passages from the head and the barrel for
measuring the increase in temperature of the cooling
air.

<27

Front

Fn?l?m L—The lS2fW cylindershowinglocationof thermocouples
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FIGURE2.—Set-upof single-cylinderair-cooledengine.

The temperatures of the cylinder were measured by
22 thermocouples on the head, 10 on the barrel, and 2
on the flange.

The apparatus for measuring the pressure drop across
the cylinder, the quantity of cooling air supplied to the
jacket, and the fuel-air ratio is fully desckibed in refer-
ence 1. Electrical heaters located in the air duct
between the blower and the jacket were provided to
vary the cooling-air temperature. Electrical heaters
were also located in the intake system of the engine
for varying the carburetor-air temperature. A Roots
blower was connected to the exhaust pipe for the tests
with reduced back pressure. The standard test-engine
equipment was used for measuring brake mean effective
pressure, engine speed, fuel consumption, and air tem-
perature at the inlet to the carburetor.

METHODS AND TESTS

Calibration tests were made to determine the weight
of air flowing over the head and the barrel as functions
of the pressure drop across the cylinder. The calibra-
tion curves are shown in figure 3.
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Tests were conducted in which each of the following
fnctors was varied in turn while the remaining factors
were held constant:

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

Cooling-air temperature.
Brake mean effective pressure.
Engine speed.
Mass flOW of cooling air. .
I?uel-air ratio.
Spark setting.
Carburetor-air temperature.
Exhaust pressure.

In all of the tests with the exception of the ones in
which the brake mean effective pressure was varied,
the weight of the charge delivered to the engine per
cycle was held constant.

The tests covered the following ranges of conditions:

Cooling-air temperature, IF____________ 80–225.
Brake mean effective pressure, pounds per

square inch____ ____________________ 65–154.
Engine speed, r. p. m__________________ 1,300-2,000.
Pressure drop across cylinder, inches of

water _____________________________ 2.2–13.2.
Fuel-air ratio _________________________ 0.058-0.098.
Spark setting, degrees B. T. C__________ 10-25.
Carburetor-air temperature, ‘F--------- 82–284.
Exhaust pressure, inches of mercury abso-

lute _______________________________ 12.1–29.5.

The validity of the ~alysis over a range of engine and
cooling conditions was checked by mdcing more tests
than were necessary to establish the values of the con-
stants in the equatio~. The methods of conducting
the tests and calculating and plotting the data are fully
described in reference 1.

The friction horsepower was determined by motoring
the engine at the manifold pressures, the exhaust
pressures, and the speeds used in the power runs. The

indicated horsepower was obtained by adding the gross
brake to the friction horsepower.

In the tests with reduced exhaust back pressure to
obtain the indicated horsepowers, the friction horse-
powers should correspond to operation with these
reduced pressures. These friction horsepowers were
estimated by deducting from the friction as obtained at
atmospheric back pressure the change in work done by
the piston in exhausting the cylinder on the assumption
that, for the greater part of the piston motion, the differ-
ence in pressure in the cylinder is equal to the difference
in back pressure. The following expression was used
to determine the corrected indicated horsepower:

ICO~~E Isazle—Ie.
where

~== APLLAJV
33,000X2

Apl=
29.92—absolute exhaust pressure 14 ~

29.92 .9

pounds per square inch.
L, stroke, feet.
A., cross-sectional area of piston, square inches.
iV, engine speed, revolutions per minute.

The weight of gases in the cylinder W, was obtained
by adding the weight of air, fuel, and residuals. The
weight of air was obtained by dividing the weight of
fuel by the fuel-air ratio. The weight of residuals was
considered to be the weight of air in the clearance vol-
ume at an absolute temperature of 1,6600 l?. and a
pressure equal to the exhaust pressure.

Gasoline conforming to U. S. Army specification
Y–3557 and having an octane number of 87 was used
for most of the tests. For the more severe operating
conditions, a snfiicient amount of ethyl fluid was added
to the fuel to suppress audible knock.

(8) Head. (b) Barrel.

Rffwm 4.—Variationof Th–T.l and Tb– T., with headand barreltemperatures.
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1, indicofedhorsepower

3456810
T%,cylindergas weightvelocifyfactor,Ib./min.

FIGURE5.—Vrmiationof H/(T,– Ta) and H/(Tc- Tb) with I and Wt.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

AVERAGE CYLINDER TEMPERATURE

Gas temperature.—It has been showninreference 1
that the effective gas temperdyre T, may be obtained
by plotting curves of temperature difference between
the cylinder and the cooling air against cylinder tem-
perature from tests in which all of the conditions except
the cooling-air temperature are maintained constant.
The value of TOis found by extrapolating such curves
tc the axis Tfi— T=l=O.

Figure 4 shows four sets of data, which were obtained
in the present tests, for determining To for the 1820–G
cylinder. The accuracy of the equations for determin-
ing the cylinder head and barrel temperatures is not
very sensitive to the idial value of To. Once a value of
2’0 has been chosen, it is much more important that the

variation of T~ from the initial value with change in
fuel-air ratio, carburetor-air temperature, and spark
timing be accurate. Consideration of a large amount of
data (references 1 and 2) has led to a choice of values
of T9 of 1,150° 1?. for the cylinder head and 600° l?.
for the cylinder barrel at a fuel-air ratio of 0.08, a
carburetor-air temperature of 80° l?., and normal spark
timing. Although slight variations from these values
of T~ occur for the cylinders tested, the foregoing values
were chosen as standards to simplify the comparison
of engines with little sacrifice in the accuracy of the
equations. The values of 1,150° 3?. and 600° 1?. are
seen to fit the data plotted in figure 4 as well as any
other pairs of values that could be chosen. The effective
gas temperature T~ is a means of correlating engine-
cooling data; it cannot be used as an accurate measure
of combustion-gas temperature.
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Heat transfer from combustion gas to cylinder.-The
values of H/(T~— TJ and H/(To— TJ were calculated
from test data obtained at various engine speeds and
manifold pressures for a fuel-air ratio of 0.083. The
results are plotted against I and W, (see equations (2)
and (1)) on logarithmic coordinates in figure 5. The
points fall on the same curve whether the indicated
horsepower was varied by varying the engine speed or
the manifold pressure, as was found in reference 1,
which indicates that the analysis is sufEciently close for
the present range of speeds. The exponents in equa-
tions (1) and (2) as obtained from the slope of the
curves in figure 5 are n=O.76 and nt=0.72 for both the
liead and the barrel.

The exTonent.s n and n’ may also be obtained by

plotting (2’,– Z’.l)/(Tg– T.) and (Tv–– Tal)/(T.– Tb)

against 1 and W~ for tests in which ApP/POwas held
constant. (See equation (9).) These curves am shown
in figure 6, and it is seen that lines with the same slopes
as those in figure 5 represent the data very well.

The constants for equations (1) and (2) were ob-
ta@ed from figure 5; the equations are tabulated as
follows:

Head Barrel

H=3.75 lo.7zfz70– qJ H= 1.48 P72(T0- Tb)

\

(al)
H= 18.72 ~/’.76(To– !i”h) H=7.33 wt0.76(2’u– !&)

Units of H are B. t. u. per hour; units of W~ are
pounds per minute.

.8 , , , , , ,
I I 1“I II I

I I I , -+’ I I I I I I I I

.“

.2

.$; I I I II I I I I II
20 30 40 50 60 80 jOO 2 3
1, indicatedhorsepower

.4 5 6 8 10
q, cylindergas weightvelocityfucfor,Ib.]mim

FIQUBE6.—V8rfationof (!Z’A–T.,)/(!f’.– !2’A)and (Z’P 2’.,)/(!2’,– 2’$)with Zand W:.
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The heabtransfer coefficients from the combustion
gas to the cyliider wall for the three cylinders are
shown in figure 7. The data for the 1535 and the
1340–H cyliiders were obtained from reference 1. The
coefficients are plotted against the ratio WJAC, which is
used as a criterion of the mass flow ‘of the gas in the
cylinder. Little difference in the coefficients for the
barrel of any one cylinder is obtained, whether they
are based on the difference in temperature between
the gas and the inside wall or on the difference in tem-
perature between the gas and the outside wall. This
small difference in the coefficients is due to the fact
that the barrel wall is thin and the temperature
drop through it is negligible. I?or the head, however,
ql is approximately 7 percent higher than gOfor all the
cylinders.

Variation of To with engine conditions.—The values
of T* for the tests in which fuel-air ratio, spark setting,
carburetor-air temperature, and exhaust pressure were
varied were calculated from the test results using equa-
tions (31). Two curves were obtained for the head and
the barrel by using, in turn, the equations involving 1
and W,. Figure 8 shows the values of TO plotted
against fuel-air ratio. The value of To is seen to be
substantially independent of engine speed and brake
mean effective pressure. A greater range of fuel-air
ratio was covered in the present tests than in previous
tests. As the fuel-ah ratio is decreased below the vslue
for the theoretically correct mixture, TO decreases.
Thus, lower cylinder temperatures will result from
operation with either rich or lean mixtures than with
the theoretically correct mixture.

.
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l?igure 9 shows the values of TOplotted against spark
setting. The value of To remains essentially constant
over a range of spark settings covering usual operating
conditions; it increases, however, for greatly advanced
spark settings.

The results of the tests to determine the effect of
carburetor-air temperature on T9 are shown in figure 10.
As was previously determined, T. increases appreciably
as the carburetor-air temperature increases. An in-

~

t
% ?’-

H

&
$

2

:

%;-

F“essure drop across cylinder,AP p/pO,in.of wafer

FIGURE 12—Variatfonof H/~TIF T.J and Hj(Tb– T.,) with pressuredrop across
cylinder. Slope, 0.35 fuel-airratio, O.~ eooliig-air temperature,87.0”F.; car-
buretor-sirtemperotrrre,S2”F.; enginespeed, 1,503r. p. m,; brakemeaneffective
pressnro,102.5pormdspersquareinc~ sparksettiig, 20°B. T. C.

crease in T9 of 0.8° l?. per degree rise in carburetor-air
temperature is noted for the head. Curves (reproduced
from reference 1) representing the values of T. for the
1535 cylinder at various fuel-air ratios are shown in
figure S and, for the 1340-H cylinder at various fuel-air
ratios, spark settings, and carburetor-air temperatures,
are included in figures 8, 9, and 10 for comparison with
the results for the 1820–G cylinder.

The effective gas temperature To over the range tested
varied little as the exhaust pressure was varied, as shown
in figure 11. The curve based on indicated horsepower
in figure 11 was calculated from the indicated horse-
power corrected as previously explained. The results
of the tests shown in figure 11 bear out the assumption
made in reference 1 that the weight of residuals, which

varies as the exhaust pressure varies, has only a small
effect on To.

Heat transfer from cylinder to oooling air.-Values
of H/(Th— T=,) and H/(Ta— T=,) are plotted in figure 12
on logarithmic coordinates against App/po. The expo-
nent m in equation (3) for both the head and the barrel
as obtained from the slopes of the lines in figure 12 is
0.35. The exact agreement of the exponents for the
head and the barrel is accidental, as some variation in
the value of the exponent may be expected with differ-
ence in fin design. For constant I, the ratio (TO– T,)/
(T,– T=,) varies with App/po in the same manner as
H/(Th— T=,). (See equations (9) and (3).) As a check

on figure 12, the values of (Tr— Tfi)/(Th— T.,) rtncl
(T,– T,)/(T,–Tal) were plotted against App/poin figure
13. Values of 1,150° F. and 600° F. were used for TV

8 /0 15 20
bressure c&p acr~ss c$lin~er~App/p.,in.of wafer

FIGURE13.—Voriationof (T,–TN(TA- T.l) and (T,- TJ/(Te T.l) with Pre=urc
drop seross cylinder. Slope, 0.3+ fuel-oirratio, 0.0S5;cooling-airtompomturofi
87.0° F.; earbrrretor-airtemperature,82” F.; enginespeed, 1,E03r, p, m.; brokm
mefmeffectivepressure,102.5pomrdspersquareinch;sporlrsetting,20”B. T. O.

Eor the head and the barrel, respectively. The expo-
nents m obtained from figure 13 check those obtained
from figure 12.

The constants for equation (3) were obtained from
figure 12 and are:

Head: H= 154 (App/po)0”35(Th– Ta,)

Barrel: H=36.3 (App/pO)0035(T,– T=,) 1
(32}
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Units of H me B. t. u. per hour; units of Ap are inches
of water.

Average head and barrel temperatures.—If Zl is
eliminated between equations (31) and (32), expres-
sions may be obtained for Th and Tb in the form given
by equation (4). Thus, for the 1s20–G cylinder, the
average head and barrel temperatures may be expressed
as functions of the indicated horsepower and pressure
drop as follows:

\

ff’h–T., =
T,– T.,

lzd~’g:”””+ 1

$
T,– T=,

(33)

Tb– T.l =
36;&J@)0”35 + 1

20 25
Pressure %op o~ross4cy%d~r, A: P~~,, in.of wafer

FIQUIIE14.—Vnriationof heat-transfereoetiicientfromheadand barrelta coolingair
Wtb pressuredrop acrosscylinder. Test pointsindiestedato obtabredmrderthe
followingeondit[orrxFuel-airratio, O.o$ficcoling-airtemperature,87.0” F.; ear-
bumter-airtemperature,82° F.; enginespeed,1,505r. p. m.; brakemeaneffective
pressure,102.5poundspersquareinclq spsrirsetting,20”B. T. C.

Equations similar to (33) will apply to flight condi-
tions with the exception that the constant before the
pressure drop may be greater.

J?igure 14 shows the heat-transfer coefficients U
from the cyliider to the cooling air plotted against the
pressure difl?erence for the heads and the barrels of the
three cylinders. The coefficients for the head of
the 1820-G cylinder are much greater than those of the

407300”+1—6

other cylinders on account of its better finning. Anv
Df the curves in figure 14 would probably be ~aised fi
~ome device to create turbulence were placed ti- front
Df the cylinders. The turbulence condition would be
b closer approach to flight conditions.

Figure 15 shows the wall heat-transfer coefficients
of electrically heated cylinders with fin designs as on
the heads and barrels of the 1820–G, the 1340–H, and
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FIGURE 15.—Variationof heatAmnsferwefficientfrom cy~mderwall to eooiingair
of electriudiyheatedcy~mderswith pressuredrop acrosscylinder.

the 1535 cylinders, calculated from data on the surface
heat-transfer coefficients for cylinders enclosed in
jackets and cooled by a blower (reference 3). Although
the jacket and the flow conditions are different for the
electrically heated and the engine cylinders, figure 15
again shows that the 1820–G head fins give much higher
coefficients than those of the other cylinders. The
weas for the various cylinders are listed in the following
table:

TABLE I

I Cylinder I (sq%.) I (sq%.) (sqA&.)

He7a; Barrel Head Barrel
1=5------------------------- 826 94.5 61.5 21.1
134&H----------------------- 76:8 St.2 1.420 2s.9
18WQ----------------------- 77.7 130.0 127.1 Iti ; 29.5
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(a) Head tempemtm=.

FIGURE 16.—Correlationof temperaturesat severallocationswith engineand coolingconditions.

TEMPERATURE AT INDIVIDUAL POINTS ON CYLINDER

The following relation holds for the temperatures at
individual points on the cylinder with T~ replaced by
T,=. (See equation (30).)

(APP/PO)m Thz–Tal
‘— Tgz_Th ‘.f2(APP/Po)I.I

s

As discussed in the appendix, some variation probably
exists in the effective gas temperature To=for individual

locations on the cylinder. In the absence of data on

this effect, the values of T.= for all points on the head

were arbitrarily taken equal to To and the same was
done for the barrel. The validity of this assumption
may be checked to some extent by the closeness with
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which the points obtained by plotting the left-hand
side of equation (30) against App/pOfall on a single curve
for all test conditions.

Figure 16 shows such a plot for the various points Ori
the head and the barrel. Some scatter of the points
from a single curve is noted. No trend with any of the
variables could be observed. The points are too far
apart to permit a conclusion to be drawn with regard
to the assumption of To== TO; the curves indicate, how-

ever, that the use of To== To gives a correlation of the

test data for individual points sufficiently close for

Engine speed,r.p.m.
b.m.e.p..lb./sq.in.
Indicatedhorsepower
Spark setting:deg.8.Z C.
Carburetor-atrtemperature,“F.
Air-fuelrafio
Coolhg-a~rtemperature,0F.
Ap pjp, , m. of wafer

15:6
Varied
Varied
18
74
;20
88.6
9.07

practical purposes. For all the cases shown in figure
16, the slope of the curve is small and, for most of the
thermocouple locations, jZ(App/pO)in equation (30) can
be replaced by a constant. Equations of the fo~ of
(lOa) and (lOb) with T, replaced by T,= may then be
used for correlating these data.

APPLICATIONS

Comparison of cooling of cylinders.-Cooling tests
of a 1340–H cylinder have been conducted in the labo-
ratory on a single-cylinder test engine (reference 1).

2,$03
7%2
555
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Varied
1088

2,$05
Varied
VarJed
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/2.o
30.5
1090

45$8 Var?ed V;;~~
/02.6 102.3
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% %
12.0 ;50 12.0

Varied 88.8 951
533 /00/ 1.252

45104
10.23
$:8

88
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8Z2
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Thermocouple---------- Thermocouple-----------

(b) Ap p/p. . in. of wafer

(b)Barreltemperatures.

??mUBE16.—Conflmued.Correlationof temperaturesat seversllocationswith engineand coolingconditions.
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FIGUBE Ii.—Comparisonof coolingof sevemfeyliiders in laboratoryand in flight.

Tests of a 1535 cylinder have also been made in the
laboratory on a single-cylinder test engine (reference 1)
and in ~lght (reference 4). In the laboratory tests of
the 1535 and the 1340–H cylinders, jackets -were used
with a wide entrance section, as in the present tests.
In addition, tests were conducted on the 1535 cylinder ,
with a de<ce in front of the cylinder to introduce
turbulence into the air stream.

The results of the foregoing tests and of the present
tests on the 1820–G cylinder are shown plotted in figure
17 in accordance with equation (lOa). The lower the
value of the ordinate, for a given value of the abscissa,
the better the cooling, x h= been previously mentioned.
Figure 17 shows that, for the same specific power output
and cooling pressure drop, the temperatures of the 1820–
G cyliider are lower than those of the 1535 and the
1340–H cylinders for both the head and the barrel,

regardless
or in the
(reference

of whether the cylinders were tested in flight
laboratory. Equation (4) may be written
1)

Examination of this equation, of the values of aOand al
in table I, and of the values of q. and U in figures 7 and
14 shows the factor that contributes most to the superior
cooling of the 1820–G cylinder to be the high heat-
transfer coefficients of the fins.

It is interesting to note that the results of the tests
on the 1535 cylinder with the turbulence device are
very nearly the same as those for the flight tests on the
same cylinder.
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Figure 17 shows that the assumption n’/m=2, made
in obtaining equation (10 a), does not cause the data to
scatter to any appreciable extent. This approximation
was introduced to simplify the comparison of the
cooling data of different engines. If considerable dMer-
ence exists between n’/m and 2 for a given engine, then
a series of closely grouped curves will be obtained when
the data are plotted as in figure 17, in which each curve
will be identified by a given value of App/po. The
relation of this group to the curve or group of curves for
other engines will indicate the comparative cooling.
The data obtained for any given en.tie can, of course,
be plotted as a single curve when the values of n’ and
m for that engine are used in obtaining nt/m.

I?igure 18 presents another illustration of the same
application. The data were obtained from Navy
reports on routine calibration tests of a number of
service engines. The operating ranges covered by the
points in figure 18 are listed in the following table.

cQOling-
Eng:de Engine awve-

b. m. e. P. Io$tyin F:&ir
A.titude

(r. p m.) (lb./sq.in.) (ft.)
(m. p. h.)

1 l— k—-—-i—h—————
WrightR-2000.-.- . . ..-. 1,71M-2, 300 82-171 22.50.077-0.0929.500-18, 00(
Wright R-1820-G. . ..- . 1,105-2! 100 86-176 140-210.062- .097
Pratt&Whitney R-1535 1,610-2423 10GI6O
Prntt & Whitrmy R-

201 .056-.m5 0-5,16!

134&D. . ..-. - . . ..--... 1,490-2,425 80-1.48 172 .058-. 0S5 o

The values of T~z represent an average of the maxi-

mum and minimum temperatures of thei rear spark-plug
gasket for each test condition. Inasmuch as the veloc-
ity of the cooling air rather than the pressure drop
across the engine was measured, an equation similar to
(lOb) was used in plotting figure 18. The value of T,
for the various fuel-air ratios was taken from figure 8
for the Wright R–1820–G and R–2600 engines and from
reference 1 for the Pratt & Whitney R–1340–D and
R-1535 engines. The fact that a single curve for each
engine is obtained in figure 18 for all the engine and
cooling conditions further supports the use of TOfor the
value of TO=in the neighborhood of the rear sparkplug.

Good correlation, however, can be obtained with some-
what higher or lower values of TO=and the results in

figure 18 cannot be taken as proof that the value of To,

is exactly that of To. The Wright R–2600 and R–1820-
G engines both use the same type of cylinder, and a
single curve for both engines in figure 18 would be
expected.

The lower the curve in figure 18 the better the cooling,
as indicated by the rear spark-plug temperature: To
base a comparison of the cooling of two different
engines on the rear spark-plug temperatures, as is
usually done, is not entirely correct. The rear spark-
plug temperatures and the temperatures at other hot
spots are important when difficulty is experienced with
preignition and spark-plug failure. The tendency of an
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engine to detonate depends, among other things, on the
temperature of the engine charge, which depends more
on the average head and barrel temperature than on the
temperature at localized hot spots. The average head
and barrel temperatures rather than rear spark-plug
temperatures also control lubricating-oil temperatures.
Thus, when no difficulty is experienced with preignition
or spark-plug failure, the average head txnd barrel
temperatures are more important criterions of cooling
than the rear spark-plug temperatures. For example,
it is permissible to operate a Pratt & Whitney R–1535

m
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FIGTJBE 18.—Vsri8tion of sp8rlz-plug-boss temperature with engine and cooling

conditions for four engines.

engine with a maximum spark-plug temperature ap-
proximately 50° l?. higher than that of a Wright
R–1820–G engine. The difference between the spark-
plug and the average head temperatures for the Pratt &
Whitney R–1535 engine is about 50° l?. greater than for
the Wright R–1820–G engine. Thus, the specification
of the higher maximum spark-plug temperature for the
Pratt & Whitney engine is equivalent to specifying equal
average head temperatures for both engines.

The cooling-air velocities listed in the foregoing table
I/v

and used in calculating the factor — in figure 18
vp/po

were measured in the test-stand cooling duct. This
velocity bears no relation to any velocity measured in
tlight and no comparison can be made between cooling
in flight and on the test stand. This dilhculty can be
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avoided by measuring the cooling pressure drop and
basing the correlation on an equation similar to (lOa).

If equation (lOb) is used for correlating cooling data
in flight, it must be remembered that the velocity of
the airplane in the low-speed range is an unreliable
index of the air velocity between the cylinder &s as
the effect of the propeller slipstream becomes important.

Figure 19 shows the percentage of brake horsepower
required for cooling the 1340–E and the 1820–G cyl-
inders at standard sea level plotted against the specific
power output. The 1820–G cylinder was considered

Specificpower oufputb.hp./v

FIQUBE19.—Percent8geof brake homepewerreqniredfor cooling by 1340-Hmrd
1820-Gcylinders.

adequately cooled when the maximum head tempera-
ture did not exceed 400° l?. (average head temperature
approximately 330° F.) and the cooling of the 1340–H
cylinder was considered satisfactory when the maximum
head temperature did not exceed 450° F. (average head
temperature approximately 300” F.). The pressure
drop required to maintain these temperatures was
obtained from equation (33) for the head of the 1820–G
cylinder and from a similar equation in reference 1 for
the head of the 1340–H cylinder. The power re-
quired for cooling was calculated from the pressure drop
and the volume of air, the volume of air being obtained
from the calibration curves of each cylinder. (See
fig. 3.) The power required to COO1these engines in

flight may be somewhat less than that shown in figure
19. The great difference shown in figure 19 between
the power required for cooling the two cylinders illus-
trates the importance of providing adequate finning.

Effect of altitude on cylinder temperature.-It is of
some interest to examine the variation in cylinder-head

temperature with altitude for a typical air-cooled
enatie. A calibration curve of the Wright R-1820-22
engine with impeller-gear ratio of 7.14: 1 was used for
determiningg the variation of power with altitude.
Equation (33) were assumed to apply to this engine.
A constant value of T, equal to 1,150° 1?. was used be-
cause only a small variation in TOwith reduction in
back pressure is indicated by figure 11. The variation
of atmospheric density and temperature with altitude
was obtained from a table of standard altitude
(reference 5).

Figure 20 shows the variation in average head tem-
perature with altitude for level flight at full open throttle
for various cowling-exit openings. The curves for
constant exit opening are designated by the pressure
drop across the engine in level flight at sea level. As
the altitude is increased, the pressure drop, of course,
decreases. The variation in pressure drop with alti-
tude was obtained on the assumption that a constant
proportion of the velocity head of the free air stream
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FIGUREZ).-Variation of headtemperatureof a Wright R-18!Z0-2Zengirrowith alti-
tudefor level flightat fulf openthrottle(7.14:1impellermtlo).

was maintained as pressure drop across the engine with
a constant cowling-etit opening. The velocity head
was calculated on the assumption that the airplane
velocity varied directly as the cube root of the engine
horsepower and inversely as the atmospheric density.
The cylinder-head temperature is seen to decrease with
altitude at full open throttle mainly because of the
reduction in engine power.

If a supercharger is provided for maintaining a con-
stant engine power over the range of altitudes con-
sidered, the temperature in level flight increases with
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altitude, m seen in figure 21. The rate of temperaixire
rise with altitude decreases as the size of the exit open-
ing is increased, or in other words, as the temperature
at sea level is decreased. With the lower head temper-
ature, the reduction in atmospheric temperature with
altitude has a greater effect on cooling because the
percentage increase in temperature difference between
the cylinder head and the cooling air becomes greater
for a given change in cooling-air temperature. In
these computations, the assumption is made that the
charge temperature in the inlet manifold is held con-
stant

Constant charge temperature can, of course, be
maintained by means of an adequate intercooler. At
present, intercoolers are not provided with sufficient
capacity for maintaining sea-level temperatures at
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FIGURE2L—Variationof head temperatureof a Wright R-18X+22enginewith rdti-
tudofor level flight. Horxqwwerecmstant.

altitude, and considerable heating of the inlet charge is
experienced. The most serious consequence of high
charge temperature is the increased tendency to deto-
nate. When an engine is operating near the detonation
condition, a 100° F. rise in charge temperature, for
example, may cause a 9-percent decrease in permissible
manifold pressure. The same increase in charge
temperature will cause only a 15° 1?. rise in cylinder-
head temperature for constant engine power if no deto-
nation occurs. A much greater rise in cylinder-head
temperature than 15° l?. would result if detonation
were encountered; the additional temperature rise
must, however, be attributed to detonation rather than
to the direct effect of charge temperature as it can be
eliminated by increasing the octane number of the
fuel.

The variation of the head temperature in climb at a
constant indicated air speed and at full open throttle
is shown in figure 22. The condition of constant indi-
cated air speed established the relative velocities at the
various altitudes. As before, the cooling pressure drop

for a given exit opening was taken as a constant ratio
of the velocity head of the free air stream. The curves
of constant exit opening are designated by the values
of the cooling pressure drops at sea level. These curves
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engine with altitnde for clhnb at carrstant indfeated air spaed (7.14:1 hapeller
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ygain indicate a reduction in cylinder-head tempera-
ture with altitude, mainly because of the reduction in
engine power. When the engine power is held constant,
as seen from figure 23, a very slight increase in head
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~QUEE23.-Variation of eqnilibrimn head temperatrrrefor a Wright R-1820-22
engirrewith rdtitndefor clhnb at constantindicatedair speed. Indieatcd horse-
powerecmstsnt.

temperature with altitude is obtained. As in the case
of level flight, the assumption is made that the charge
temperature remains constant with change in altitude
and the remarks previously made also apply to the
case of climb. The curves in figures 22 and 23 repre-
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sent the equilibrium temperatures for the conditions
existing at each altitude. In a rapid climb, consider-
able lag in the response of the cyli.hder temperature
with the changing conditions is generally obtained.

Reference 2 shows that, when the engine or the cool-
ing conditions were suddenly changed at time t= O and
thereafter held constant, the cylinder-head tempera-
ture would approach its new equilibrium value accord-
ing to the equation (equation (11), reference 2)-

Tq=~,- (Th–T,o) e‘$
where

A=KaO(App/pJ “+.%ll”’

of 308° l?. was attained. The curve of I—e-o.coot is seen
to represent these data with a fair degree of accuracy.
With the preceding change in head temperature, the
barrel temperature increased from 171° to 216° l?.
The factor (T*~—T~O)/(To—T~o) for the barrel is also

shown in figure 24.

In the second case, the engine was operated with an
average head temperature of 226° F., an indicated horse-
power of 35.2, and a cooling-air pressure drop of 11.8
inches of water. The pressure drop across the cylinder
was suddenly decreased to 3.0 inches of water and the
average cyliider-head temperature approached the new
equilibrium temperature of 286° 1?. at a rate indicated
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FIGUBE 24.—Variationwith tiie of therstio of thechangein temperatureto the totsf changefrrtemperaturefor a suddenchangein engineoperatingcondlttone.

and the other symbols have the significance previously
given. The terms in the foregoing equation may be
rearranged as follows:

Tht–T%=l_e-~

Th— Tj/o

As t approaches infinity, the factor

(T~– T,O) approaches 1- Fi=~e 24 shows

(Th– TbO)plotted against time for two cases.

(Th,– The)/

(Th,–The)/
In the ii.rst

case, th~ engine was operated at an average cylinder-
head temperature of 220° l?., an indicated horsepower
of 34.9, and a cooling pressure drop of 8.0 inches of
water. The sudden opening of the throttle increased
the indicated horsepower to 64.2. The measured aver-
age cylinder-head temperature increased with time, as
indicated in figure 24, until an equilibrium temperature

in figure 24. The curve for the barrel temperature
has ~een omitted because the change in the cooling
condition was insufficient to have an appreciable
effect on barrel temperature. These curves show that,
if a climb takes 4 minutes, the temperature of the head
would increase, roughly, 90 percent of the difference
between the tinal equilibrium temperature and the
temperature at the start of the climb. Large differ-
ences in temperature between initial and final conditions
might be obtained, for example, by suddenly going
from a high forward speed into a steep climb and, in
these cases, the cylinder temperatures for the first 4
or 5 minutes might diiler considerably from the equi-
librium temperature. The variation of engine power,
cooling-air temperature, and mass flow with altitude
that normally occur in climb tests introduces additional
lag in cylinder-head temperature, and the difficulty of
obtaining consistent data in climb is evident.
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CONCLUSIONS

1. The theory previously developed and checked on
two engine cylinders of the effect of engine and cooliig
conditions on average cylinder temperatures was
further substantiated by data obtained on a cylinder
from a Wright R-1820–G engine.

2. The methods presented for correlating and com-
paring cooling-test data obtained on the test stand and
in flight both for individual points on the cylinder and
for the entire cyliider are satisfactory when applied to
data obtained on a number of service engines.

3. When the cooling pressure drop was suddenly
increased and also when the throttle was suddenly
opened, a time duration of approximately 4 minutes
was required for the temperature rise to equal 90 per-
cent of the total rise to equilibrium temperature.

LANGLEY MEMORIAL AERONAUTICAL LABORATORY,

NATIONAL ADVISORY COMMITTEE FOR AERONAUTICS,

LANGLEY llIELD, VA., August 15, 1939.



APPENDIX

TEMPERATURE AT INDIVIDUAL POINTS ON CYLINDER

THEORETICALDISTIUBIMYONOF TEMPERATUREAROUNDTHE
CYLINDER

The previous analysis has been confined to a discus-
sion of average head and barrel temperatures. The
problem of the distribution of temperature around the
cylinder is complicated by the introduction of a number
of additional variables. An insight into the effect of
some of the factors involved may be obtained from a
consideration of the temperature distribution about a
baffled finned cylinder containing a hot gas; the simplif-
ying assumptions are made that the temperature of
the gas in the cylinder, the local heat-transfer coefficient
from the gas to the cyIinder wall, and the 10CC,Iheat-
transfer coefficient from the cylinder wall through the
fins to the cooling air are constant with regard to distri-
bution about the cylinder. By local heat-transfer co-
efficient is meant the coefficient based on the dift’erence
between the temperatures of the wall and the fluid in
the vicinity of the point under discussion.

Let gO=represent the local heat-transfer coefficient
from engine gas to cylinder wall and ZTzrepresent the
local heat-transfer coefficient from cylinder wall to
cooling air. (The coefficient U= is based on cylinder-
wall temperature and area and includes the effect of
conduction through the fins.)

The rate of heat transfer from the gas to a cyli.nder-
wall surface of unit height and circumferential length
dx is given by

dH,=qoz(T.–Tfi=)dx (11)

The rate of heat transfer from the same element of
cylinder wall to the cooling air is given by

dB,= u.(Thz–!!’.=)dx

The amount of heat carried away by
flowing over the element considered is

dHfi=c,~dTa=

At equilibrium

(12)

the cooling air

cfoc(l’.-Th~~= uz(Thz– T.z)h=cp+az

Let

and 1cL=&

(13)

(14)

(15)

Then
T,==aT,+bTaz (16)

cVWfidTaz=2 U.a(T,–Taz)dx

Taz–TU=e-2uzGl’Pwh~ constant

As T=z= T=l (the inlet-air temperature) when x= O,

T=Z= – (T,–TJe ‘2uz~1’’wh+T, (17)

The wall temperature is given by

Tfiz=aTV+bTrb (T,–Tal)e-Zu*~l’~w&

or

Tfiz=To-b (Tc– TJe-2u=a1cPwh (18)

The heat transferred per unit of time from the engine
gas to the cylinder wall per unit of cylinder-wall mea.
is then

‘~= bqoz(TV—Tal
ax

~e-2u*&Z/cpw* (19)

The magnitude of the exponent 2 U#Jz/c.Wfi may be
estimated in the following manner:

..&z=2= 1 l’fi=– Tc=

T,– T,z = T,– T.z
l+: l+ Thz_T

z az

The heat dissipated per unit height of cylinder and
length z, is given approximately by

‘*(Too– T.l)~fi= Uz(Th—TaOO)z,=cPy

where z~ is the circumferential distance from the front
to the rear of the cylinder Tao is the outlet cooling-air
temperature. The quantity a may be represented
approximately by

T, —Tan,

a= TO–To=V

md 2U@~/c~Wfi becomes (Tao— Tal)/(To— ff’aae). The

&e in cooling-air temperature across the head is gener-
ally of the order of 80° l?. for conventional cooling, TO
.s approximately 1,150° F., and the average cooling-
]ir temperature is about 100° F. The value of 2 ‘U.az~/
~pW. is thus approximately 0.08.

For the barrel, the rise in cooling-air temperature is
~enerally 30° F., To is 600° F., and TCOOis 1[)0° l?. so

;hat 2U~x,/cpW, is about 0.06. For these small

80
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values of the exponent 2U.azJcPW~, the value of
&‘z~.”~lc~~h can be very closely represented by the fist

two terms of its series expansion. Equations (17),

(18), and (19) may bewritten

(20)Taz=Tal+_c,w~(Y!Ta~)

T.z= T, +
2 (TO—TJ bU.ux

– b(T,– Tal) (21)
cPWh

~=bqO=(T,— T.land
dx )

)(1–2S (22)

Thus, the cooling-air temperature” and the cylinder-
wall temperatures increase practically linearly with
circumferential distance around the cylinder and the
heat transferred from the engine gases to the cylinder

wall per unit of cylinder-wall area is almost constant,
decreasing slightly toward the rear of the cylinder.
Figure 25 shows the variation of Taz, T~=, and dZlfi/dx

calculated by the exact equations (17), (18), and (19)
and by the approximate equations (20), (21), and (22)
and plotted against angular position around the cylin-
#er for the head and the barrel for a typical condition;
the difference is seen to be small. The values of U=
and go=were obtained from the test data.
THEORETICALBASISFORCALCULAITNGAVERAGEHEAT-TRANSFER

COEFFICIENTS

From equations (21) and (20), the d.iflerence between
the average wall temperature and the average cooling-
air temperature is

Th–TaaO=a(TO–TJ( l-%) (23)
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From equation (22), the heat given off from the strip
of cylinder wall of unit height and length w is

,( UW,2
Hti=bgo=(Tg-Tal)xt–—

c*wh)
(24)

But 6q,==aUz
Dividing (24) by (23)

Thus, as indicated by the foregoing

(25)

simplified case,
the difference between the average wall temperature
and the average air temperature instead of the logarith-
mic mean temperature difference should be used for
obtaining the local heat-transfer coefficient. Even
though in an engine the local heatitransfer coefficients
vary around the cylinder, the foreoing method may
be used to obtain an average of the local heat-transfer
coefficients. The average cooling-air temperature in
the present tests was taken as one-half the sum “of the
inlet and the outlet temperatures.

The over-all heatAransfer coefficient U based on the
temperature difference between the average wall tem-
perature and the inlet-air temperature is useful because
the heat dissipated from the fins can be calculated
from it without knowing the temperature rise of the air
across the fins. The relation between U and U= may
be closely approximated by

‘=+.%) (26)

Inasmuch as u= and wh ~re functions ody of App/pO,
for a given finned cylinder, U is also a function only of
App]po.

The quantity go is defined as

‘O=Z,(T::TJ

From equation (21)
/

T*–Th=~(T,–TaJ@%)

With this vahle of T,— Th and the expression for Hfi
given by equation (24), go becomes

!ZO=!loz (26a)

Thus, the internal average heat-transfer coefficient for
the theoretical finned cylinder is calculated from the
average wall temperature.

METHODFOR CORRELATINGTEMPERATURESAT INDIVIDUAL
POINTS ON CYLINDER BASED ON SIMPLIFYING ASSUMPTIONS

A relation useful for plotting temperature data at
individual points on the cylinder will now be obtained.
From equation (21), at a given point,

T,z-Ta,=a(T,-T~,)(l+%)

and, from the same equation,

( 2Uzax
To–Thz=b(T,–Ta,) 1–=

)

The value of 2 U~x/cVW, was previously shown to be
approximately 0.08 for the head and 0.06 for the barrel.
Therefore

1
~ 2Uzax——

CP Wh

can be closely approximated by

1+Z&

w a./b = qoz/U= and a+ b= 1, the foregoing equation,

neglecting second-order terms, becomes

(27)

Applying equations (26) and (26a)

U Thz– T.l

~ T9—Thz ‘(1+%)(1-*) ’28)

bmsmuch as U=and wh are functions of App/pO,the right-
~and side of equation (28) for a given point x can be
written as a function of App/po,

U Thz– Ta,_
~ To— Thz—jl @pP/Po)

(29)

When Th== T,, then f,(App/pO)= 1. For other points,
fl(ApP/po)varies slightly with ApP/po. Equation (29)

may also be written

(App/po)mT,,– Tal_
I.1 T,_Th –Y2(APP/Po) (30)

z

Deviations of the observed cylinder-temperature dis-
xibution from the theoretical values M given by tho
?revious equations are caused by the breaking down of
;he original assumptions. In the practical case, the
temperature of the gas in the cylinder and the local
Iea&transf er coefficients U= and qo~ are not constant
,vith regard to distribution around the cylinder.
liIigher values of TOwould be expected near the exhaust
>ort than near the intake port as TOis a weighted mean
temperature over the cycle in which the weight asso-
~iated with each temperature is the ratio of the instan-
taneous heat-transfer coefficient to the mean coefficient,
[n the vicinity of the intake port, the gas flow, and thus
;he heatAransfer coefficient, is high when the tempera-
mre is low, thus giving more weight on the avernge to
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the low temperatures; whereas, near the exhaust port,
the gas flow is high when the temperature is high.

The values of qO=should be highest near the ports
because there the rate of gas flow is highest. The
variation of U. around the cylinder depends on the
baffle and the fin design. The cooling of the front
depends to some extent on the turbulence of the air in
front of the engine. The cylinder baffles usually begin
at the 90° position. The flow between the fins may or
may not settle down to an equilibrium condition some
distance after the start of the baffled portion, depend-
ing on the fin design. The flow breaks away from the
rem of the cylinder and causes a region of low heat-trans-
fer coefficient. Further variations are introduced by
the changes in shape of the head and the changes in fin
proportions and distribution. Considerable variation
in U= around the cylinder may thus be expected. The
effect of the circumferential conduction of heat through
the cylinder-wall metal from the hot to the cold por-
tions of the cylinder has been omitted from the previous
analysis. This effect would tend to some extent to
equalize cylinder-wall temperature. When all these
effects are considered, the equation for a given point on
the cylinder still can be shown to be expressible in the
form given by equation (29) or (30) with TO replaced
by T.=, the local gas temperature.

COMPARISON OF ACTUAL AND THEORETICAL DISTRIBUTION OF
TEMPERATURE AROUND CYLINDER

I?igure 25 (a) shows the variation in measured tem-
perature around the head of the 1820–G cylinder
compared with calculated values obtained from equa-
tions (18) and (21) for a theoretical cylinder having the
same diameter,, average fin dimensions, cylinder-wall
area, and air flow as the head. The locations of the
thermocouples noted in figure 25 are shown in figure 1.
The calculated cylinder temperature increases prac-
tically linearly from front to rear because of the increase
in cooling-air temperature around the cylinder (fig. 25).
It is recalled that, when the calculated values were
obtained, a uniform heat-transfer coefficient was
assumed around the head. In the case of the engine,
an increase in cylinder temperature from front to rear
also occurs but superimposed on this rise are certain
other effects. On the intake-port side, a considerable
drop in actual temperature below the calculated curve

and, on the exhaust side, m increase above the calcu-
lated curve appears. These d.inferences are obviously
caused by the cooling effect of the incoming charge on
the intake side and the heating effect of the exhaust
gases on the exhaust side.

Figure 25 (b) shows a similar comparison between
calculated and experimental temperature distribution
for the barrel. The experimental curves oscillate about
the calculated curve as a mean. The cooling effect of
the intake charge and the heating effect of the exhaust
gas are also evident on the barrel but to a lesser degree
than on the head. A considerable increase in tem-
perature at the rear of the cylinder is also noted. This
increase is caused by breakaway of the flow from the
rear of the cylinder resulting in a large reduction in
heat-transfer coefficient. The low heat-transfer co-
efficient at the front of the cylinder can be attributed
to the fact that the velocity of the air approaching the
front of the cylinder is low, as seen from the diagram
of the duct in figure 25, and the flow is nontnrbulent.
In the case of an engine installed in a cowling, although
the flow area at the front of the cylinders is large, con-
siderable large-scale turbulence exists in the flow, which
reduces the temperatures in this region. The high
temperatures at the front and the rear of the head are
noted in figure 25 (a). These curves indicate that a
simplified analysis, which takes into consideration
only the rise in temperature of the cooling air, is in-
sufficiently accurate for predicting temperature distri-
butions around an engine cylinder. h analysis of
this type is of some interest, however, in bringing out
the effects of the other important factors.
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